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[gentle guitar music]I'm Athena Calderon.I am an interior designer and the founderand creator of EyeSwoon.I really want to enjoy these last days of autumn.So this evening I'm thinking we'll doa low key beachy dinner down the road.[gentle sophisticated music]It's easy to throw a bunch of things togetherand call it a day,but I love to slow down and
create an environmentto connect more.First stop is one of my favorites, Balsam Farms,everything has grown in the growing fieldsjust behind the market.And it feels amazing to know where your food comes from.Thanks Susan, nice to see you.Bye, now that I've gathered all of my produceand vegetables from Balsam Farms,I'm going to hop in the car
and drive into townto go to IL Buco Vita, a newly opened homeware shop,right in the heart of Amagansett square.They support local artists and designers as wellas having a perfectly curated collection of antiques.And whenever I have a special gathering,I love that I can count on the shop for the most beautifultabletop pieces.[Susan] Thank you so
much.[Athena] Thank you.There's something incredibly magicalabout Amagansett in the fall.[gentle relaxing music]We love coming to this place to not only slow down,but we connect as a family and with friendsand experience a different way of life outside the city.When I'm curating anything from a mealor a beautiful table scape, or even designing a
room,I do look to nature first and foremost,I love for things to be beautifully elevatedand sophisticated, but also approachable.Which can sometimes seem like an oxymoron,but I think that it's all about a balance.Where my home is located, it almost feels very kindof tucked away and woodsy,and yet only three blocks away is the Bay Beach.It is so
serene, it's so quiet.It's a great place to watch the sunset.This is really how I love to spend my days in Amagansett,whether it's a large event or just meand my family at the beach.I feel so connected to this place and the way it inspires meto be more inventive and to live beautifully. Breitling Two centuries ago, Louis Moinet invented the chronograph to
track the movement of the stars. Since then, pilots, divers, racers, explorers, and other workingmen have pushed watch design and functionality. Big crowns, light-up numbers, rotating bezels, and waterproof housings are examples of trickle-down tech, says Jack Forster, editor-in-chief of the watch site Hodinkee. “It’s about useful features and
extreme durability,” he says. We’re not taking the term durable lightly, either. These seven watches could actually save your life. Jana, a former lawyer from Switzerland, turned to online learning to discover new interests—including a newfound enthusiasm for Shakespeare after enrolling in HarvardX’s Shakespeare’s Life and Work. Read on to find
out how her learning experience inspired a new chapter in her life as a Shakespearean writer and educator. What edX course or program did you take and what were your goals in taking it? The first course I took was the HarvardX course Shakespeare's Life and Work. Living in Switzerland, in a non-English speaking country, it was my first real
encounter with the Bard. As I thoroughly enjoyed the course, I then decided to enroll in the Harvard Shakespeare’s Outsiders XSeries Program in which we studied three plays, including Hamlet, the Merchant of Venice, and Othello. My primary goal was to get an insight of some of Shakespeare's works, mainly for my own personal interest. How was
your experience learning online? Online learning has proved to be an awesome experience. A lawyer by education, I have stopped working more than 10 years ago to raise my children and as they are getting older, I have more time to plan for a new professional experience. Online learning provides all the flexibility I look for as well as an access to
subjects which would be otherwise difficult to study in the city I live. The courses were extremely well designed and easily understandable. Their various formats were both instructive and entertaining. How has your learning impacted your career, life, or community? My learning experience has had a major impact on my life insofar as it has triggered
my retraining and helped me find a starting point to do it. I already look forward to enrolling in any additional edX courses in relation with Shakespeare. How do you plan to use your learning in the future? What’s next for you? The course and program I took have given me the incentive to continue my journey in the study of Shakespeare, in deepening
my knowledge of his work as well as of the historical and political backgrounds which prevailed in the Elizabethan and Jacobean eras. My ultimate goal is to teach or write articles about specific aspects of Shakespeare's work. What advice would you give new edX students? The advice I would give is to allocate enough time in order to get the most of
the courses. Further personal searches in connection with the content of the courses nicely enrich the subjects studied. Inspired by Jana’s story? Share your own! Visit our easy story submission page to tell us about your learning experience and we’ll use it to inspire learners around the world. It's been more than two years since Netflix first released
its sci-fi drama starring Battlestar Galactica's Katee Sackhoff but the wait is finally over and we have all the details on how you can watch new episodes from season 2 of Another Life online.In the relatively near future at a time when humanity has finally developed spaceships that can travel faster than light, an unidentified flying object in the shape of
a Möbius strip lands on Earth. When a crystalline tower begins to grow from the alien spaceship, United States Interstellar Command scientist Erik Wallace (Justin Chatwin) attempts to communicate with it and ends up identifying a signal from the structure sent to the star Pi Canis Majoris.After it's decided that the source of the signal needs to be
investigated further, Wallace's wife astronaut Niko Breckinridge (Katee Sackhoff) replaces Ian Yerxa as the captain of the faster than light ship the Salvare. She is tasked with leading a crew to determine the origin of the artifact and establishing first contact with the species who sent it.First released in October of 2019, Another Life was originally
scheduled to begin shooting its second season in March of last year. However, like many shows last year, filming was delayed as a result of the pandemic. Season 2 of Another Life went into production in August of 2020 but unfortunately it was postponed again. Production wrapped up in December of last year and now fans of the show will finally get
to see Niko and her crew try to return to Earth after witnessing the extraterrestrial race the Achaia wipe out an entire planet.Niko and the others aboard the Salvare are concerned that Earth might suffer a similar fate while Erik and their daughter Jana have entered the alien ship in an effort to cure her advanced leukemia triggered by a blast of
sound from the crystalline tower.Whether you've been eagerly awaiting the show's second season or enjoyed seeing Sackhoff play the role of Starbuck on Battlestar Galactica, we have all the details on how you can watch season 2 of Another Life from anywhere in the world.Another Life season 2 - When and where?Season 2 of Another Life will
premiere on Thursday, October 14 on Netflix. Just like with other Netflix Originals, all ten episodes from the latest season of the sci-fi drama will be available to watch at once in every country the streaming service has launched in so far.How to watch Another Life in the U.S.If you live in the U.S. and have an active Netflix (opens in new tab)
subscription, you'll be able to watch all ten new episodes from season 2 of Another Life on Thursday, October 14. However, if you haven't subscribed to Netflix yet, the service gives you a great deal of content to watch for the price with new movies and shows arriving every month.Netflix's Basic plan costs just $8.99 per month but you can only watch
on one screen at a time and you won't be able to watch TV shows or movies in HD. The service's Standard plan costs $13.99 per month but it allows you to watch HD content on two screens simultaneously. If you have multiple TVs in your house or a big family, then Netflix's Premium plan for $17.99 may be for you as you can watch on four screens
simultaneously and you have the option to watch content in 4K. It's also worth noting that Netflix does offer a 30 day free trial if you want to test it out for yourself to see what Another LIfe is all about.Get a Another Life live stream in Canada, the UK and AustraliaAs Another Life (opens in new tab) is a Netflix Original, season 2 of the show will be
available to watch in Canada, the UK and Australia on the same day it releases in the U.S., Thursday, October 14.It's worth noting that the streaming service's prices are somewhat different from country to country. In Canada, Netflix's Basic plan costs $9.99 per month, the Standard plan costs $14.99 per month and the Premium plan costs $18.99 per
month. In the UK, the Basic plan costs £5.99 per month, the Standard plan costs £8.99 per month and the Premium plan costs £11.99 per month. Finally, in Australia, the service's Basic plan costs AUD $10.99 per month, the Standard plan costs AUD $15.99 per month and the Premium plan costs AUD $19.99 per month.Watch Another Life from
anywhereWe have all the details on how you can watch Another Life in the U.S., Canada, the UK and Australia further up in this guide. However, if you want to see new episodes of Netflix's latest sci-fi drama when you're away from home, then you'll run into problems as your domestic coverage online from abroad will likely be geo-blocked.That's
where a VPN (Virtual Private Network) can really come in handy. They allow you to virtually change the IP address of your laptop, tablet or mobile to one that's back in your home country which will let you watch as if you were back there.VPNs are incredibly easy to use and have the added benefit of providing you with an additional layer of security
when surfing the web. There are also a lot of options but we recommend ExpressVPN as our top pick due to its speed, security and ease of use. The service can even be used on a wide array of operating systems and devices (e.g. iOS, Android, Smart TVs, Fire TV Stick, Roku, game consoles, etc). Sign up for ExpressVPN now (opens in new tab) and
enjoy a 49% discount and 3 months FREE with an annual subscription. You can even test it out for yourself thanks to the service's 30-day money back guarantee. Looking for more options?Here are some other VPNs that are on sale right now.
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